Mav ™
Seating

Elevate
your space.
Make Your Space Memorable
With busy days and competing priorities, it helps to have a
place to step away and regroup. All new to the HON family,
the Mav Single Lounge Series and accompanying ottoman
is a beautifully versatile solution to create an in-office oasis
mindful of limited real estate.
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Mav

Mav high-back lounge chair and ottoman shown with
West Hill™ sofa and Scramble™ table.

Mav
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Make a Statement
With plenty of base and back options offset with mid-century flair and richly colored fabrics,
the Mav Single Lounge Series is designed to function well in virtually any space. Whether it’s
configured for a multi-use zone or to stand alone as a statement piece, Mav is an ideal place
for impromptu gatherings or a quick break.
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Mav mid-back and high-back models shown with
West Hill™ and Ruck™ seating, Scramble™ occasional
tables, and Preside® collaborative table.
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Mav mid-back models shown with Scramble™ occasional
tables and Unika Vaev by HON screens.
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Striking Look, Contoured Comfort
Contoured arms, angled back and an elevated seat cushion give
this showpiece a contemporary silhouette while maintaining a
comfortable, inviting look and feel. The structure is simple: a
common shell platform allows for variable backs and base options
for a refined aesthetic. The multi-fabric option allows you to
coordinate or contrast the seat and frame upholstery for a single
chair that is customizable to the needs of your space.

Mav
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Versatile Build, Modern Aesthetic
The Mav Single Lounge Series customization offerings extend the product to invigorate a wide range of interior spaces and
workstations. Create a signature feel with metal, wire, wood, or 5-star base options. Mix and match with two back heights and
arms or armless construction, as well as dozens of on-trend fabrics and colors.

Mav high-back chairs shown with
Scramble™ occasional table.
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Mav mid-back chairs shown with Scramble™ occasional
tables and Unika Vaev by HON screens.
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4-Leg Wood Base Chairs

High-Back with Arms

Armless High-Back

Mid-Back with Arms

Armless Mid-Back

Mid-Back with Arms

Armless Mid-Back

4-Star Metal Base Chairs

High-Back with Arms

Armless High-Back

Ottoman

5-Star Base Chairs with Swivel Knee-tilt Control

High-Back with Arms

Armless High-Back

Mid-Back with Arms

Armless Mid-Back

Wire Sled Base Chairs

Mid-Back with Arms

Armless Mid-Back

Mav
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In collaboration with HON, the QDesign team of Tim Buchenberger and
Rick Joutras designed the Mav Single lounge with certain qualities in mind.

Make your space work.

“We felt that the chair design had to have a beautifully minimal,
contemporary aesthetic that could be both a stand-alone or complementary
piece of furniture” said Buchenberger, “We wanted Mav to be adaptable in
a variety of different design landscapes.”
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Options
Models

High-Back Chair
with Arms

Armless
High-Back Chair

Mid-Back Chair
with Arms

Armless
Mid-Back Chair

Ottoman

Fabrics

Bases

Multi or Single Fabric

4-Star Metal Base

4-Leg Wood Base

Wire Sled Base

Create a signature look with multifabric options on the seat cushion
and frame.

Available on all models.

Available on high-back and
mid-back chairs only.

Available on mid-back
chairs only.

5-Star Base with Swivel
Knee-tilt Control
Available on high-back and
mid-back chairs only.

Wood Base Finishes

Kingswood
Walnut

Florence
Walnut

Natural
Maple

Harvest

Pinnacle

Lowell
Ash

Natural
Recon

Phantom
Ecru

Portico
Teak

Skyline
Walnut

Metal & Sled Base Finishes

Textured
Titanium

Textured
Charcoal

Solar
Black

Polished

See HON Pricer for complete product information.

For more information, visit hon.com/mav

